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Michael Sullivanâ€™s time-tested approach focuses students on the fundamental skills they need

for the course: preparing for class, practicing with homework, and reviewing the concepts. The

Enhanced with Graphing Utilities Serieshas evolved to meet todayâ€™s course needs by integrating

the usage of graphing calculator, active-learning, and technology in new ways to help students be

successful in their course, as well as in their future endeavors.
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If you buy this book make sure to check out the You Tube page that goes through step by step how

to solve the problems in the chapter test section. Very

helpful.http://www.youtube.com/SullivanCAEGU6e

Turns out most teachers just use the my math lab that comes with this book to do homework. I didn't

know and got this book used. It didn't have the code for the online stuff so I had to spend $90 to get

the code online anyway. The online text book was 10x easier to use anyway when compared to the

physical textbook.

I wasn't required to have this book for my online math class, but I just like to have a book on hand to

study from when I'm at work and don't have access to my computer. So thanks for having this book

available and at a great price.



The book overall was put together pretty well and seemed to put concepts in an easy to understand

and learn manner.However, I found the MyMathLab somewhat annoying as they have a pretty

limited question bank and I saw repeated questions in the quizzes and tests that were in the

homework assignments. That seems like a fairly big design flaw in the Online content that should be

reviewed and redesigned (I took this as a student and am not an educator).

Purchased this for my 16 year old granddaughter, who is taking college algebra this summer. She

says it is just what was ordered for her class. I did however purchase it, on , for about $80.00 less

than her bookstore.

When I rented the ebook, I thought I would receive the access code for the online assignments,

however, I had to purchase the codes for another $80.00. They should list no access code in the

description.

I would recommend this product to anyone who is taking an Algebra course, especially if they

require this book for the course! The book was not only helpful in the course but also for later math

classes in which a quick algebra refresher is needed. The product came in quickly and was exactly

"like new"!

Why does it only give you odd number answers? How do you know for certain that your answer is

correct without a teacher? I guess it's just a norm which I don't like. Anyways, the book is good.

Clear information.
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